
April 8, 1971 

BRACH'S 1971 HARVEST CANDY SALE 

This is the Brach promotion that stretches your retailer1s opportunity for 
more profits and your opportunity for more earnings. Brach1s Harvest Candy 
Sale gives the retailer a genuine opportunity to promote in August and 
September. It is really an old proven idea that we are pumping new life 
into! Years ago all the variety store chains had Harvest Candy sales. That's 
how Candy Corn got its start. (Can you believe that Candy Corn once was 
strictly a seasonal item for Harvest time only!) 

We know the idea of a Harvest promotion is as good as ever because many of 
BrachTs salesmen had excellent success with it last year. To make it really 
big this year a new Giant Three-Shelf Stacker has been added to the display 
mix. You also have Allowances on staple items so you can merchandise them 
with the Harvest-type candies. Furthermore, you have the new TTfun~sizeTT 
bars to attract the back-to-school shoppers. 

UNDERSTAND THE OPPORTUNITY 
To sell this promotion you have to understand what you are selling. You 
must study the objective of the promotion and the mechanics. Discuss all 
the details in this written review with your Division Manager and agree on 
what target accounts you are going to sell this promotion to. Once you sell 
one of your key customers you have created a competitive situation that should 
inspire other retailerc in the same market to promote BrachTs Harvest Candies. 
We already have had a key account that did not buy the promotion last year 
ask us for details for 1971. 
REASON: One of his major competitors ran the Harvest Sale last year, very 
successfully. In 1971, he wants to get in cn the action and stretch his 
profit opportunity too. 
So, letTs go to school on BrachTs Harvest promotion right now and 
s~t~r~e~t~c~h that profit opportunity for your customers and that earnings 
opportunity for yourself. 

1. THE TIMING 
This is an August-September promotion with the emphasis on August. It is 
not a promotion to be run with Halloween. It is an opportunity to precede 
Halloween with a seasonal candy event. What you have is a TTone-twoTT sales 
pitch. The retailer runs no risk in promoting Harvest items early because 
any carryover can be placed right into the Halloween displays. Instead of 
waiting for the Halloween promotion to capitalize on the harvest season, he 
gets a head start in August. 

The Allowances on the staple candies are for August only. Harvest display 
material will be shipped only with orders in August. Reason: We know 
this is the timing that will produce the retail sales that will add to 
Halloween volume and not subtract from it. 
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2. PRODUCTS TO PROMOTE 

Your selling efforts should concentrate on the following types of candies. 
However, there probably are other items that are particularly saleable in 
your marketing area. Work them into the promotion too. 

Candy Corn 
Indian Corn 
Mellowcreme Pumpkins 
Harvest Mellowcremes 
Autumn Mix 
Halloween Jelly Beans 
Peanut Butter Kisses 
90 Pops (7-044) 

Here are the staple items on which you have allowances - work them into 
the promotion to stretch the sales opportunity 

No* 201 Royals 
No. 212 Toffee 
No. 429 Burgundy 
No. 21 Maple Nut Goodies 
No. 1-111 Black Jelly Beans 
No. 9-152 Black Big Ben Jellies 
No. 5-201 Royals 
No. 5-212 Toffee 
No. 5-429 Burgundy 
No. 1-752 Peanut Butter Bar Treats 
No. 1-762 Mint Ear Treats 
No. 1-021 Maple Nut Goodies 
No. 7-021 Maple Nut Goodies 
No.47-021 Maple Nut Goodies 

Details of the Allowances are on the Allowance sheets included in this 
portfolio. 

3. POINT-OF-SALESUPPORT 

No. 99-858 Candy Harvest Giant Three-Shelf Stacker 

Last yearTs trial run proved that retailers are eager to cash in on 
the potential of the Harvest promotion to produce plus business in 
August and early September. It also proved that Harvest candies move 
at retail in August and demonstrated the need for more aggressive 
merchandising support at retail. Therefore, we have added the Giant 
Three-Shelf Stacker. 

The Giant Stacker holds up to 25 cases of assorted Harvest Candies. 
It greatly simplifies the retailer1s task of building large impulse-
stimulating displays. The big back card provides a Harvest atmosphere 
billboard. The unit is the same construction as our standard inner-
supported three-shelf stacker. ItTs strong! It is 48" wide, 31,T deep, 
641T overall in height. 

Case Requirement: 25 cases of BrachTs Harvest Candies 
Shipped in August 
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No. 99-859 Candy Harvest Dump Bin 

This is the Dump Bin we introduced last year. It very effectively 
establishes the Harvest Candy Sales theme at retail for an easy~to~ 
build 10-case display. Dimensions are: 36IT wide, 20TT deep, 55TT high. 

The header card is 20T' wide and 2M-TT high. It is printed on one side 
and is slotted to fit into the base. 

Case Requirement: 10 cases of BrachTs Harvest Candies 
Shipped in August 

NOTE: On the shipping cartons for both these display units is a printed 
Harvest Candy sign that can be used as a window banner. 

What about Variety stores? They are more inclined each year to run 
packaged candy promotions. One of the most effective ways for them to 
merchandise Harvest Candies is to dress up a table or end with the various 
props they carry in stock. See the display illustration in your sales 
brochure. 

M-. RELATED ITEM OPPORTUNITIES 

This is one promotion where we are not selfish. Point out to your 
customer the profit opportunity in selling related items: 

Cider 
Doughnuts 
Popcorn 
Apples 
Party Favors 

This adds interest and atmosphere to the display and he makes more money. 
It also helps you to make him visualize the big profit opportunity in a 
Harvest Candy Sale when you1re working for the order. 

SELLING AIDS 
Portfolio Covers - Sales Brochure - Catalogs - Price Lists - Sales Aids 
Order Form - all these materials cover both the Harvest Promotion and the 
Halloween promotion. In the portfolio you will find the following materials 
for the Harvest Candies promotion: 

Multilith Sheet - This sheet contains illustrations of your Harvest display 
material and Harvest Candies. It also includes suggested headings for return 
sheets you prepare. 

Allowance Sheets - These have been printed in D & J editions. 

Radio-TV Commercial Script̂  - A separate script is in your portfolio so 
your customer can use local broadcast stations. 
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Product Photos - Glossy black and white prints of all Harvest Candies 
illustrated in your Halloween catalog are available for retail ad re-
production. These should be requested on Postcard Order Form Number 
APOF 200, Order photos of only those items that will be advertised* 
Do not order one of everything just to create a file. 

SUMMARY 

What better way is there to UP YOUR SHARE of candy sales in your 
territory than to sell your accounts BrachTs Harvest Candy promotion? 
ItTs new to many of them. It can become an annual promotion for them. 
That means it can become an annual increase in earnings for you. To 
those salesmen who did not use the Harvest promotion last year we advise 
you to get experience with it this year. If properly sold, it can be 
an important source of income in your future and we intend to make it 
one for BrachTs. It is required selling. 
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